
Headlight LED Upgrade 
Ok, I want to change my headlight bulbs to LED. How do I figure out what 
headlight bulb to order? From my post in IRV2 08-04-2018 when I was starting my 
research into LED upgrades. 

if you look closely at the rim of your headlight, typically at the bottom rim there will be a manufacturer name and a 
part number. Simply put this information in the search bar of your favorite search tool and you will get your 
answer. 

For instance the headlights on my 2018 Newmar Canyon Star are from a 2008-2011 Dakota pickup. On the 
headlight at the arrow impressed in the lenses cover is DEPO 334-1129. That is the manufacturer DEPO and the 
part number 334-1129. Quick search = 2008-2011 Dakota pickup. 

http://www.irv2.com/forums/attachment.php?attachmentid=213928&d=1533434272
http://www.irv2.com/forums/attachment.php?attachmentid=213929&d=1533434272
http://www.irv2.com/forums/report.php?p=4330139


After a long trip that had me traveling several times either before sunrise or after 
sunset, I chose to upgrade my bulbs to LEDs. Now which LED bulbs to choose?  

There are many bad choices hawked on any number of reputable websites. I 
choose to deal directly with the primary seller rather than third party sellers such 
as EBAY, etc. 

In this case I purchased from Headlight Revolution. This provider has done 
substantial research of LEDs and provides, in my opinion, an excellent product.  

Can you find cheaper, yes. Typically you get what you pay for in LED bulbs. 
However, you would be hard pressed to find better LEDs than these. 

 

What did I purchase for my 2018 Newmar CanyonStar? 

 
 GTR Lighting Ultra Series LED Headlight Bulbs - H13 / 9008 - 3rd Generation. 

 

 

https://u246613.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_gA/VcMDAA/t.2qf/FIwo8dVdT_-FDJU_dSxShQ/h2/T0G6ZKSS5tuDbakj8lu2qEg6O714f3duEH-2Fim70N7Mo-3D
https://u246613.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_gA/VcMDAA/t.2qf/FIwo8dVdT_-FDJU_dSxShQ/h2/T0G6ZKSS5tuDbakj8lu2qEg6O714f3duEH-2Fim70N7Mo-3D
https://u246613.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_gA/VcMDAA/t.2qf/FIwo8dVdT_-FDJU_dSxShQ/h1/T0G6ZKSS5tuDbakj8lu2qAMudaLouTxGpMVFdTvGxc4-3D


Why this bulb you may ask? Here is some of the factory text in Blue. 

 

The 3rd Generation GTR Lighting Ultra Series LED Headlight Bulbs are the brightest 
LED headlight and fog light bulbs on the market. They have a more precise beam 
pattern hot spot than any others, the fit more vehicle applications better than others, and 
they use less wattage, and less Lumen than others but create significantly more light!  

 

The beam pattern is the most important next to brightness. In my experience, this 
bulb is much brighter, and the beam pattern is well controlled with the headlight 
housings of the CanyonStar. 

 

The Ultra Series LED bulbs feature super high quality LED chips from the Philips-
Lumileds Luxeon Z ES family. This is one of the newest LED technologies on the 
market and allows us to create an LED array that most similarly resembles the original 
halogen bulb filament placed perfectly inside the headlight. This new way of thinking 
about how to use LEDs in a automotive headlight, paired with our exclusive reflector 
technology surrounding the bulb gives the GEN 3 Ultra LED the best beam patterns in 
the industry! 

 

Now the technical specs, 

 

 
• Adjustable Mounting Collar 
• Dual Beam (High + Low Beam) Per Bulb 
• NOTE: Reflector cup on bulb should face up, like a bowl, after installing 
• LED Color: 6,000K 
• Raw Lumen Per Bulb: 3,700 
• Effective Lumen Per Bulb: 1,800  
• Max Lux at 3 Meters: 5,000 
• Max Lux at 25 Feet: Depends on Vehicle   
• Amp Draw: 2.1 Amps at 14 VDC  

Input Voltage: Bulbs come in standard 6-18VDC input configuration (DRL Compatible), 
but for special orders we can make them 12-24VDC compatible for you.  
 

Heatsink Temperature: 30 Minutes Testing. 135 Degrees to 207 Degrees.  



Note that the acceptable voltage is 6-18VDC. This allows me to leave the DLR 
feature and not worrying about low voltage operation. The DLR feature on the 
CanyonStar or any of the F53 Ford chassis operates the headlights at 80% of 
12VDC or 9.6VDC. This is an acceptable voltage but typically I turn the headlights 
on during operation in any event. 

 

Am I pleased with my purchase, in a word, yes. These bulbs perform very well, 
providing substantially more light in front of the RV without blinding oncoming 
traffic. The previous dim spot directly in front of the RV is now lit and the road 
way ahead is clearly visible. 

During installation I did check headlight alignment which to my surprise remained 
perfect. 

 

As a note, I paid full price for this product and have no connection with the 
product producer or supplier. 


